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Detailed code for the “sequence method” 

The sequence is defined as a chain of commands to move the beam and 

expose pixels. The command "jump" is used to move the beam with a step equals to 

a multiple of the subfield resolution (e.g., 0.5 nm). The exposure of pixels is done by 

exposing a line of one pixel with the command "Line". 

The sequence covers a subfield (e.g., a square of 4 microns) and is repeated to 

cover the complete main field. 
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Here is our commented file for the sequence in order to write a triangular array of 

dots: 

! Start of double column 1 

Sequence LineClear X 0 RELJMP !Start with LineClear: Clear Memory and write a line of (n+1) pixels (n=0 for a single 

pixel). 

Sequence Jump 0 a  !jump to the next pixel in Y (a: steps of subfield resolution) 

Sequence Line X 0  RELJMP  !write a pixel 

..........                !repeated to fill the subfield in Y to expose the first column 

 

Sequence Jump 0 a 

Sequence Line X 0  RELJMP 

!Top of column 1 

Sequence Jump b c   ! jump to top of column 2 X and Y in case of a triangular array 

    (b and c: steps of subfield resolution) 

Sequence Line X 0  RELJMP 

Sequence Jump 0 -a 

..........     ! repeated to fill the subfield in Y to expose the first column 

 

Sequence Line X 0  RELJMP 

Sequence Jump 0 -a 

Sequence Line X 0  RELJMP 

!Bottom of column 2 

Sequence Jump b –c  !jump to bottom of column 3  

!Start of double column 3 

Sequence Line X 0  RELJMP 

............     !columns repeated to fill the subfield in X 

Sequence Jump 0 -a 

Sequence Line X 0   !last pixel to expose in the subfield 

!Bottom of last column 

!complete 

!Then the sequence is repeated to cover a field (i.e. a square of 500 microns) 

 


